Sea Hawk

Side View

+ New Zealand bird hunting babe
+ Hawk pallet

Beak: ugly sea bird, gothic spire

Electronics, storage depending on section

Installation, cockpit, instruments, display

Protagonist

Wing

Outer casing

Ling

* Gothic spire, a Tesla tower covered in nipples
* Don Binney, silhouette animation (answer black Book, Tethery)

Torpedo

The bird darts around clouds in a stratum of phone books or tv guides (Not Mac or Scary Together by Venetian plaster painted (you know that tube). It's brain sloshes within a bowl like a literary state.

An Avian whose heart is not a heart at all but our protagonist at the Sacred wheel (Mad Max). Conscious like in being On kala, switch keys for arteries, Profiteer philanthropist and a soul to keep.